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ABSTRACT

The objective of this thesis to demonstrate the validity of a new concept in dynamic
stability enhancement of a synchronous Generator connected to the grid via an AC
transmission line, using a small power parallel DC link. Superior ability of rapid
modulation of power in a DC transmission line is used to damp the oscillations in order to
enhance the stability as well as to increase the power transfer capability. A MatlabSimulink model was developed to compare the dynamic responses of the system with and
without the proposed DC damping scheme. The simulations revealed that the use of a
small DC link would greatly enhance the dynamic stability and power transfer capability
of the AC line alone.
Key words: Stability, HVDC, Power system, Transmission line, Simulation.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

The power system networks are the largest man made interconnected machines in the
world. All the rotating synchronous generators in a network are together in dynamic
equilibrium and rotate synchronously producing electricity at the same frequency. Apart
from the renewable generation like solar, almost all the conventional energy is derived
from the mechanical energy provided to a generator by a turbine. The most conventional
mechanical energy sources are derived either from combustion of fossil fuel or kinetic
energy of water. Each such turbine in the power system operates at the same equivalent
synchronous speed while collectively maintaining dedicated balance between the
mechanical power input and electrical power demand. Whenever the total electrical
power demand exceeds the total mechanical power, the synchronous speed of the system,
more preciously the system frequency falls. On the other hand whenever the demand
falls, the system frequency increases. There are numerous control loops in operation to
maintain the so-called dynamic power equilibrium, more commonly known as stability in
a power system.

1.1 Transient Stability

The power system is continuously subjected to variety of disturbances. The electrical and
mechanical power imbalance caused by any such disturbance on the power system tends
to perturb the system frequency. Even the act of switching on an appliance in a house can
be regarded as a disturbance. However compare to the size, capacity and the inertia of the
interconnected power system the effect of such perturbation may be negligible. But large
disturbances do occur on the power systems such as severe lightning strikes, loss of
transmission lines due to overload, tornado or ice storm, loss of a generating unit, loss or
switching on of a major load etc. Large disturbances, usually caused by short circuits of
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high voltage equipment, can make the power system unstable unless proper remedial
actions are taken and control is made. The ability of power system to survive the
transition following such a disturbance and reach an acceptable operating condition is
called transient or dynamic stability.

1.2 Steady State Stability

Mechanism by which interconnected synchronous machines maintain their synchronism
with others is through restoring forces, which act whenever there are forces tending to
accelerate or decelerate one or more machines with respect to other machines.
Acceleration or deceleration forces of these large generators cause severe mechanical
stresses on their shafts. In addition, since the system is interconnected through
transmission lines, the mechanical and electrical power imbalance is reflected as a change
in the power flows of the transmission lines. As a result there could be oscillations in the
flows on the transmission lines as generators try to overcome the imbalance. Hence their
outputs swing with respect to each other. Such un-damped swings may cause generators
to speed up and loose their step with each other and no longer to remain in synchronism.
Thus, in terms of power balance, the operating condition in the power system and its
robustness is an additional important characteristic to be maintained. As the loading on
the system increases, the system becomes more stressed and vulnerable to power swings
of above nature. The ability to withstand and damp out such oscillations are called steady
state or small signal stability.

1.3 Conventional Stability Control

The disturbances, whether small or large can make the power system unstable unless a
proper reaction to the perturbation is made. Large power systems, which exhibit a large
range of dynamic characteristics, have number of controllers that are continuously acting
to keep the system operating in a stable voltage and frequency within precise limits. Most
basic controllers are the speed governors and automatic voltage regulators, which are
considered as local to the generating stations. However certain disturbances or operating
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conditions may drive these controllers beyond their capability. As remedies many other
methods of stability controls are developed over time to control the stability phenomena.
Many of the controls are on-off circuit breakers that can shed load or generators, isolate
short circuited or malfunctioning equipment. Others are discrete controllers like on line
tap change (OLTC) on transformers or switching of capacitor or reactor banks. There are
many recently developed continuous controllers commonly called as FACT (Flexible AC
Transmission) devices such as static VAR compensation controllers (SVC), thyristor
controlled series capacitor controllers (TCSC) are in commercial operation. Many
researches are still continuing on high voltage DC transmission controllers (HVDC) and
TCSC systems to improve the stability.

The tremendous breakthroughs in computer communications o f the last decade, both cost
and performance, have opened opportunities that are yet to be fully utilized in the
stability enhancement control of power systems. The availability of many FACT devices,
digital control devices etc. are the positive reinforcements for such wide range of
opportunities. It is certainly possible now to design fast system-wide controls. However,
much research and development is needed to bring such designs to fruition. [1]

1.3.1 Load Frequency Control

The speed governors on almost every generator-turbine system sense any frequency
deviation and adjust the mechanical input power in terms of correcting the speed, more
precisely the system frequency. A secondary control is set to change the set point of the
speed governor to correct any steady state error to ensure the correct steady state
frequency. This control is however local and response time depends on individual
governor’s time constants and mechanical characteristics of the individual machines.

However the controllers mentioned above are local controls where inputs and control
variables are in the same locale. Most dynamic phenomena in the power system, on the
other hand, are regional or some times system wide. A secondary control for the whole
system is area wide and done by the central control center and known as automatic

-
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generation control or Load frequency Control (LFC). This secondary area-wide load
frequency control is implemented as a feedback human intervened control loop in which
the generator outputs and transmission line flows are observed at the control center and
governor set points are calculated and sent to the individual generators.

1.3.2 Transmission Power Flow Control

Generally a power system consists of many meshed transmission lines. The AC
transmission lines are usually free flowing and usually are not controlled. Power flow
control on each transmission line is neither desirable nor contemplated. However, such
control is feasible using a phase shifting transformer to control the power flow across it
by changing the phase using taps. Such power flow control has been used in North
America on few of the Eastern interconnections. Nevertheless power flow control on
strategically selected lines would be definitely advantageous in the terms of stability
enhancement. In such places high voltage direct current (HVDC) transmission lines,
where power flow is always controlled and the control is very fast, could be used as
stability enhancement measure.

1.3.3 Power System Stabilizers (PSS)

As a result of the free power flow swings on the transmission lines generators try to
overcome the imbalance with respect to each other by independently correcting the
voltage and frequency with its own voltage regulators and speed governors. This could
result adverse effects on steady state stability owing to the introduction of low frequency
oscillations, typically (l-2.5Hz.) commonly known as hunting. Such low frequency rotor
oscillations often persist on a generator connected to the grid through a long transmission
line. Long persistence of such oscillations, limits the power transfer capability and may
cause an instability.

The conventional approach to damp such oscillations is to use Power System Stabilizers
(PSS) implemented via the automatic voltage regulator commonly known as AVR. Power

-4-
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System Stabilizers damp the low frequency (1-2.5 Hz.) oscillations through modulation
(adjustment) of the generator excitation. PSS used in AVR will produce an electrical
torque on the rotor proportional to the speed deviation in such a way to compensate
above oscillations. However PSS have limitations owing to the practical upper and lower
limits of the generator excitation voltages.

1.4 Generator Stability Enhancement Using a Small-Power Parallel DC Link

The objective of this research to demonstrate the validity of a new concept in steady state
stability enhancement of a synchronous generator connected to the grid via an AC
transmission line, using a small power parallel DC link as shown in figure 1.1. Superior
ability of rapid modulation of power in a DC transmission line is used to damp the
oscillations in order to enhance the stability as well as to increase the power transfer
capability. A Matlab-Simulink model was developed to compare the dynamic responses
of the system with and without the proposed DC damping scheme. The simulations
revealed that the use of a small DC link would greatly enhance the dynamic stability and
power transfer capability of the AC line alone.
In addition to the low frequency oscillatory modes (1-2.5 Hz.) owing to the power flow
swings, sub-synchronous reactance of capacitor compensated transmission lines could
introduce resonance frequencies, typically (15-40 Hz.). Such resonance may cause
torsional beats on the generator shaft. The consequences of such un-damped torsional
frequencies can be dangerous. PSS used to damp natural oscillatory modes could not
address such sub synchronous oscillations of (15-40Hz.) [3].

In this research study, application of alternative electrical damping torque is explored on
the generator to compensate the above oscillations using a parallel DC transmission line.
The power flow in the DC line is controlled to compensate such oscillations through
modulation through the phase angle controller instead of the excitation system used in
PSS. The DC line power flow modulation improves the damping of these oscillations
showing superior characteristics over the conventional PSS damping. The ability of rapid

-
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modulation of power flow in a DC line gives comparable advantages over the
conventional slow responding PSS approach.

Nevertheless, the cost of the converter stations in HVDC transmission systems should be
considered in the use of this proposed method. Due to the availability of comparatively
low cost low power converters makes this method economically feasible. Moreover
ability of implementing such a DC line using the existing AC towers would make such a
DC damping scheme further economically attractive.

This system may be particularly attractive when attempting to transmit power from
remote generating stations over a long transmission line. In such cases the un-damped
oscillations limits the power transfer capability owing to the load angle (<5)stability limits.
Moreover such lines are much more susceptible to faults that are cleared by auto re
closing.

Such situations where extensive damping is normally needed under above

influences would often benefit from the proposed small power parallel DC link stability
enhancements.

/VYY\____
A('

lin e
VbZO

HVDC

line

F ig u red : Single Line Diagram of the Proposed Scheme
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CHAPTER 2

MATHEMATICAL MODELING
2.1 Synchronous Generator
Synchronous generators used in large-scale power generation are basically rotating
electromechanical energy converters operating on the electromagnetic principle. The
rotating magnetic field on the rotor induces an electro motive force (emf) on the
stationary winding in order to transform the rotor mechanical energy to the electrical
energy. The said rotating magnetic field is developed by an electrically excited winding
fed by a controlled DC source either via slip rings or a generator housed on the same
shaft. Synchronous machines can be broadly divided in to two categories called salient
pole and cylindrical rotor in terms of stability point of view. In the cylindrical rotor, the
field windings are distributed (fig2.1) whereas in salient pole, windings are concentrated
(fig 2.2). Cylindrical rotor gives a uniform air-gap flux throughout the stator whereas
salient pole rotor field distribution is rotor angle dependant. In a synchronous generator
magnetic field is established whenever the rotor field is excited. As exciting current takes
certain time to build up or down and the time constant depends upon the characteristics of
the excitation system.

D istributed Field W inding
(Cylindrical R otor) ^____

Stator W inding

Space Angle

Figure 2.1 Cylindrical Rotor and Flux Linkage With stator
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Concentrated Field Winding
(Salient Pole Rotor)

Air Gap Stator Winding

Space Angle

Figure 2.2 Salient Pole Rotor and Flux Linkage With Stator

When such a generator is synchronized to the power system, the rotor rotates at a speed
called synchronous speed determined by the number of poles and the frequency of the
system.
The synchronous speed is given by, [2]
N s = 120—
P
Where,
Ns = rotor Speed in rpm
f= system frequency in Hz.
p= number o f poles in rotor

2.2 Salient Pole Synchronous Generator - Two Reaction Theory
Because of the varying reluctance due to the saliency, the flux linkage varies with the
internal phase displacement angle. The flux is being maximum along the direct axis and
minimum along the quadrature axis. However the armature mmf may be resolved into
two components along the quadrature axis and direct axis and analysis can be separately

-
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carried out and superimposed. This method of analysis is commonly termed as tworeaction theory. Figure 2.3 shows the phasor diagram of a salient pole machine.

" \iq -X q

vt
Id.Xd

O’T
EZS

VtZO

Figure 2.3 Phasor Diagram of a Salient Pole Generator

Power (Pe)

= VtlCos<j>
= Vt {i .Cos 5 +I d .Sind)
f
vt Vt.Sind.Cosd +
\

E - VtCosd

t

\
.Sind

xd

/

V,2( X d - X J
V..E
- ' '-—SinS + ‘ y~ a
—S in lS
2 X dX q
Where,
Vt = Generator terminal voltage
I = Armature current
Iq = Quadrature axis current component
Id = Direct axis current component
Xd= Direct axis synchronous reactance
Xq=Quadrature axis synchronous reactance
S = Generator load angle
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(2.1)

According to the electrical output power equation (2.1) and Figure 2.4, it can be observed
that m a x im u m power output of a synchronous generator is achieved when the load angle
reaches (5C) the critical load angle. For a cylindrical rotor machine this will be 90° where
as for a salient pole machine it is less than 90° due to saliency. However under the
normal operating conditions, synchronous generators are subjected to oscillations. Such
low frequency oscillations superimposed on the mean rotor speed may cause generator to
swing beyond its stability limits. Hence the practical stability limits are much lower than
the above theoretical limits.

ao
'Bo
4>
w
Load Angle
SM S

Figure 2.4 Electrical Power Variations With the Load Angle ( 8 )
2.3 Dynamics of the Rotor
Under ideal steady state operational conditions where mechanical power input and
electrical power input is perfectly balanced, the load angle ( S ), the relative position
between the rotor axis and resultant mmf is fixed. During a disturbance the rotor will
accelerate or decelerate with respective to the original position to overcome the power
im b a la n c e . T h e ro ta tio n a l d y n a m ic s o f a sy n c h ro n o u s g e n e ra to r u n d e r su c h a n in flu e n c e

is governed by the rotor inertia, damping and the amount of power imbalance. The
differential equation used to describe such rotor dynamics is commonly known as “swing

-
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equation”. The swing equation governs the rotational dynamics of the synchronous
generator in stability studies. Figure 2.5 shows an example of power angle dynamics.

The swing equation in per unit terms can be expressed as,
2H d 28
dt 2

(2 .2)

Where,
H = Generator inertia constant in pu
o)0 = Nominal synchronous speed in rad/s
S = Load angle in rad
Pm= Mechanical input power in pu
Pe=Electrical output Power in pu
A co = Rotational speed deviation in pu
K d = Damping coefficient

SinlS

w

6c

L oad A ngle

A

2H d 2S
= Pm- P e - K DAa>
dt 2

B

Figure 2.5 Load Angle Dynamics
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The relationship between angular rotational speed (co ) and load angle (8 ) can be derived
as follows.
8 = 80 + (cor -o )0)t

d8 _
f cor
= E7n
—
u/0 — - 1*
dt
^ a>0 j

—

(2.3)
Where,
8 = Load angle in rad
(o r ~ Real rotational speed in rad/s
a = Rotational speed in pu
co o= Nominal synchronous speed in rad/s

2.4 Automatic Voltage Regulator and Power System Stabilizer
Regulation of the terminal voltage is also an important aspect in a power system. An
Automatic Voltage Regulator (AVR) is deployed for a generator to control the excitation
current in terms of regulating the terminal voltage at a set value. There are numerous
ways of supplying and controlling the field current, which is beyond the scope of this
research. However the general principle is, that AVR circuitry measures the generator
terminal voltage and adjusts the excitation current to keep the terminal voltage close to
the reference voltage set point. Figure 2.6 shows block diagram of such an AVR.

Voltage Set
Point

-)- jk

Terminal Voltage Feedback

Figure 2.6 Basic AVR Block Diagram.
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It has been shown that the power output of the synchronous generator could be varied
using the internal voltage E in equation 2.1. This feature is used in Power System
Stabilizer (PSS) to damp out the low frequency oscillations by modulating the speed
deviation in to the excitation.
The PSS is an optional control that is part of the excitation system that, intern, is usually
mandated by interconnection specifications or power pool policy. PSS adds another feed
back loop to the system and offsets the voltage set point of the AVR to attain the required
damping torque. Figure 2.7 shows such PSS feedback added configuration of an AVR.

ref

V
'
r ref

Voltage Set
Point

f

+

V.

A co

V.

(

'v v v "

Terminal Voltage
Feedback

Shaft Speed
Deviation
Feedback

Figure 2.7 Basic AVR With PSS Block Diagram

2.5 Transfer Function of the AVR
In this study the AVR is modeled with a first order system, described as the following
transfer function.
Ke

Voltage Set
Point

-|-

Figure 2.8 Excitation System Transfer Function
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The above transfer function can be expressed as,

(2.4)

2.6 Terminal Voltage
When a synchronous generator is connected to an infinite bus via a transmission line, the
relationship between terminal voltage, power angle and bus voltage can be derived as
follows. Referring to the figure 2.9 below, neglecting the local consumption at the
generator bus bars, it is reasonable to assume the current continuity.

►
/V Y Y \

EZS

VbZ0
vbzo

VtZ S t

Figure 2.9 Single Line Diagram of the Generator-Transmission Line Model

EZS l=

vtzs,

X ,

vtzst - vbzo
=

X.

ECosS + jESinS - V lCosSl - j V tSinSt _ VtCosSt + jV tSinSt —Vb
X d

(2.5)

e

Considering Real parts of the equation (2.5),
E C o sS -V tCosSt _ VtCos5t - V b

1

ECosS Vh
1
+ --- VtCosS, =
+—
xd
X-l:

(2 .6)

Similarly considering Imaginary parts of the equation (2.5),
ESinS - VtSinS, _ VtSinSt
e
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f — + - ' V,SinSt =
KX d

X eJ

ESinS
X,

.(2.7)

Now expressions for Vt and ot can be written as follows,
(2.6) 2+ (2.7)2gives,
1

1

-+

\2

ECosS

Vh
- +

X ej

v

-

X.

\2

+

ESinS

\2

C * T j

2
XdXe f ECosS
f ESinS}
■...
+ VA +
V. =
Xd + Xe I x d
I Xd )
X e)

.(2 .8)

Rearranging (2.7) gives,
S in S ,=

— SinS .......................................................................................... (2.9)
(Xd + X J V t

The equations developed in this chapter will be extensively used in implementing the
Matlab-Simulink model, which simulates the dynamic responses of a Generator
connected to the grid via a long transmission line under different kinds and types of
perturbations.
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CHAPTER 3

GENERATOR-AUTOMATIC VOLTAGE REGULATOR (AVR) SUBSYSTEM

The mathematical expressions developed in the previous chapter were implemented on
Matlab-Simulink under various subsystems. First subsystem is the Generator-AVR
subsystem that is used to demonstrate the presence of small oscillations under steady
state conditions and various types of disturbances. Here the generator rotational speed,
load angle and terminal voltage vs. timeare plotted under different operational conditions
and perturbations.

3.1 Generator Subsystem
The Generator subsystem is implemented on Matlab-Simulink by rearranging and
combining equations (2.1), (2.2) and (2.3) as follows.
V E
V'2( X d - X a)
P = ^ — SinS + ^ — - ----- q-S i n 2 5 ........................................................................... (2.1)
X,
2XdX ?
2H d 2S
-7 T
a>{) dt

.............................................................................................................................. ( 2 - 2 )

= pm - pe - K d

^ - = co0(c o -1)................................................................................................................ (2.3)
dt
Differentiating (2.3) with respect to time,
d 2S _
dot
2 = a 0^ 7 ..............................................................................................................................( 3-1)
dt2
0 dt
Substituting (3.1) in (2.2),
2H~~T ~ pm~ Pe~ K dA o)
dt
Substituting, Aa>= ( o

dt

j -

1)

=

(3.2)
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2 H ~ = Pm - P e - K D( c o - l )
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Figure 3.1 Matlab-Simulink Modeling of the Generator Subsystem
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Figure 3.1 shows how the equations (2.1), (2.3) and (3.2) are used in developing the
generator rotor dynamics subsystem in Matlab-Simulink.

A simulation was carried out to the above developed generator model to verify its
functionality and validity. However at this stage of simulation, the effect of the automatic
voltage regulator (AVR) is neglected and the simulation was carryout only to verify the
accuracy of the generator subsystem modeling. The generator subsystem was simulated
without its internal automatic voltage regulation, by making the internal voltage, E a
constant as shown in figure 3.2. Here the bus bar terminal voltage was assumed as 1 (pu)
and internal voltage E, was assumed as set fixed at 1.1 (pu). It can be seen that the
Generator exhibits oscillations following to a step perturbation and as the perturbation
increases, the oscillations start to grow. It can also be seen that, the damping provided by
the damper windings are not sufficient to damp the oscillations as the perturbation
increases, which leads the generator to an instability. Figure 3.3 shows the response to a
20% step load acceptance and figure 3.4 shows the instability caused at 35% step load
change.

Disturbance

Pm (Mechanical Power}
0.2PU

2.2

W r (Rotational S peed)

PU speed

Mech Power
E(Gen.Internal Volts.)

□

d e lta (Load Angle)
Vt (term inal Volts.)

Radians
to Degrees

EZS

Generator
power angle

G enerator Subsystem

Figure 3.2 Simulation of 20% Load Acceptance of a Salient Pole Generator
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Figure 3.3 Simulation Results for 20% Load Acceptance of a Salient Pole Generator
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Figure 3.4 Simulation Results for 37% Load Acceptance of a Salient Pole Generator
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3.2. Automatic Voltage Regulator (AVR) and Terminal Voltage Subsystems
The AVR sub system is implemented on Matlab-Simulink by assuming the excitation
system to be a first order system as described by equation (2.4) in section 2.5. The
terminal voltage sub system is based on the equations (2.8) and (2.9) developed in section
2.6. Figure 3.5 shows the implementation of the AVR subsystem and Figures 3.6 shows
the implementation of the Terminal Voltage Subsystem.

dEf

V ref

G >

1

dE /dt

(V r e f - V t )

— h Q — ---------+ \£

V ref

vt
CDvt

K

K e/tel

I n te g .3

1 /te

First order Automatic Voltage Regulator (AVR) Sub System

Figure 3.5 AVR Subsystem

The next stage of research is to interconnect the developed subsystems together to
demonstrate the validity of the model as a whole system. However when developing the
whole model, integration of various sub systems were carried out in such a way that one
step at a time basis. Each time a subsystem is integrated, functionality and validity of the
assembled model was verified before the integration of the next subsystem. Figure 3.7
shows how the terminal voltage subsystem and the AVR subsystem are integrated
together with the generator subsystem as the next step of developing the complete
system. Figure 3.7 shows such an intermediate step of the interconnected system with
generator, AVR and terminal voltage subsystems but without any damping control, or
PSS feed back loop. Once this intermediate step interconnection is done, the system
response to various types and degrees of perturbations were observed to verify the
interconnections and validity. By looking at the simulation results shown in figure 3.8, it
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can be well demonstrated that a perturbation of 20% step load change will result small
frequency oscillations of the order of 0.2-2.5Hz. Long persistence of such oscillations
will lead to an instability unless those are damped.

JJ
S in d , =

Si nS

x

m

■q

CT

E C o sS

E SinS

Vb

nI

Terminal Voltage Sub System

XdXe
X d + Xe

x

T3
UJ

Ul
X

I J

c

Figure 3.6 Terminal Voltage Subsystem
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Figure 3.7 Interconnected Subsystems Simulates a 20% Step Load Change
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Figure 3.8 Simulation Results for 20% Step Load Change
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The next step of integration of the system is to include power system stabilizer or PSS to
the AVR. Figure 3.9 shows how the PSS feed back loop is derived from the frequency
deviation

(Ago

= ©o - 1) and how it is implemented to offset the reference voltage or set

point of the AVR. This set point alternation or offsetting is commonly referred as
modulation of the AVR set point with the system frequency deviation. At this stage the
effect of electrical damping explored through the AVR can be demonstrated in terms of
the stability point of view. To demonstrate the effect of the PSS, the same operating
conditions used in previous simulation (shown in figure 3.7) were simulated with the
presence of the PSS feedback as shown in figure 3.9 and the results obtained are shown
in figure 3.10.

Pm
Pm (M ech)

---------AAech.
Power

i

20 %
Step

de f a t

Radians delta
to
Degrees
Salient Pole Gen.
Sub System

au rtu rb a tio n
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d e lta t

□

Radians d e l t a t
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O.ls+1
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3First Order
Field Circuit
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Xctft.

Terminal Voltage

Vt

S u b S y s te m

Figure 3.9 Interconnected Subsystems Simulates a 20% Step Load Change With PSS
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Figure 3.10 Simulation Results for a 20% Step Load Change With PSS

It can be shown that by offsetting (or modulating) the AVR reference voltage
proportional to the rotor speed deviation, an electrical torque can be induced to damp out
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the low frequency oscillations. This phenomenon is commonly known as modulation of
generator excitation with frequency deviation and widely used in recent AVR systems as
an option called PSS. Most o f the new large generating unit’s excitation systems are
equipped with PSS as a standard, where as many older units still operate without such
stabilizers. However such low frequency oscillatory modes, commonly called, as inter-tie
or inter-area modes are particularly remarkable whenever the tie is weak due to either line
outages, heavy line loadings or long transmission lines.

In order to demonstrate the effect of PSS, further simulations were carried out with
different type and degree of perturbations and those results are shown in Figures 3.103.12. It is observed that the PSS serves the damping of the small signal oscillations under
most conditions. However PSS has few limitations owing to the practical limits of the
generator excitation and comparatively large time constant of the field winding system
compared to the small power DC link damping method proposed in this thesis. Besides,
PSS some times make adverse effects on the voltage regulation of the whole power
system and could not address the sub synchronous oscillations in the order of 15-40 Hz.
caused by capacitor compensated transmission lines.

Figure 3.11 shows the simulation results of the load angle and speed response to a 20%
step load change and the effectiveness of the PSS in terms of damping oscillations. The
oscillations experienced owing to the perturbation are growing in the absence of PSS
whereas PSS damps such oscillations by its feedback modulation. Figure 3.8 shows the
similar simulation results of the load angle and speed responses to a 40% pulse load
perturbation. It can be well demonstrated that PSS keeps the generator in stability under a
disturbance that would otherwise lead to an instability without the PSS.

It should be noted that at this stage of subsystem integration, parallel DC line damping is
not yet implemented and the simulations done so far are the continuation of the step-bystep system building process. However at this stage of simulation, the effect of PSS in
terms of damping oscillations was observed and verified.
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The next two chapters explain the final stage of sub system integration where the parallel
DC line subsystem interconnection is made to the system developed so far in MatlabSimulink.
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Figure3.12 Response for a Pulse Perturbation With and Without PSS
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CHAPTER4

SMALL POWER PARALLEL DC LINK SUBSYSTEM

In this research study, alternative electrical damping torque is explored on the generator
shaft to compensate the oscillations of any nature using a parallel small power DC
transmission line. To demonstrate the validity of the proposal such a DC link is modeled
and integrated to Matlab-Simulink subsystems developed in Chapters 3.

4.1 Historical Background of Direct Current (DC) Power Transmission

Power transmission was initially carried out in the early 1880s using direct current (DC).
The availability of transformers, the development and improvement of the robust
induction motor and superior synchronous generator and facility to convert alternating
current (AC) to DC when required led to a greater appeal to use AC in place o f DC. From
then AC transmission was so much popular and almost every DC transmission system
was gradually replaced by AC transmission.

However when the bulk power transmission over long distances were required or where
the high voltage cables are needed, DC transmission became more economical over the
conventional AC. Furthermore the increase in need for electricity after the second world
war and necessity to inter-connect systems with different frequencies stimulate the
research in direct current transmission again, particularly in Sweden and Russia. The
most significant contribution to high voltage direct current (HVDC) transmission came
when the Gotland scheme in Sweden was commissioned in 1954 to be the world’s first
commercial HVDC transmission system [13]. This system was capable of transmitting
20MW of power at lOOkV and a single submarine cable of 96 km between the island of
Gotland and Swedish main land and used sea as the return conductor.
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With the fast development of rectifiers and inverters at higher voltages and larger
currents dc transmission scheme has become a major integral part in large power systems.
In the beginning all DC schemes used mercury arc valves. About 1960 control electrodes
were added to silicon diodes, giving silicon control rectifiers (SCR) or commonly called
Thyristors.

In 1961 the cross channel link between England and France was put into operation. The
two ac systems were connected by two single conductor submarine cables of 64 km
operating at ±100kV with two bridges each rated 80MW. The 300MW Sakuma
frequency changer operating at 250kV started its commercial operation as world’s first
zero length DC scheme connecting 50Hz and 60 Hz systems of Japan. In 1968 the
Vancouver Island scheme in Canada commissioned as world’s first DC link operating
parallel with an AC line. This 300MW link was operated at 250kV. In 1970 an upgrade
was made to Gotland scheme with Thyristors to make the link capable of delivering
30MW at 150kV. The 640MW, ±200kV Kings-North scheme in England commissioned
as an experimental scheme in 1970 to reinforce the AC system without increasing the
interrupting duty of the existing AC breakers. The world’s first converter station using
exclusively Thyristors was the Eel River scheme in Canada, commissioned in 1972. It
connects two AC systems of the same frequency and zero length and delivers 320MW at
80kV DC. Today, the highest functional voltage for the DC transmission is +600kV for
the 785km HVDC transmission line of the Itaipu scheme in Brazil.

4.2 Advantages of DC Power Transmission

An overhead DC transmission line with its towers can be designed to be less costly for
unit length than an equivalent AC line of same power. However the DC converter
terminal equipments at each end are more expensive than that of an AC line. Therefore
there is breakeven distance above, which the total cost of the DC scheme would less than
its AC alternative purely on cost. Estimates for the breakeven distance of an overhead
line are around 500km. For the cables, the breakeven distances are much smaller than for
the overhead line and is of the order of 25km for a submarine cable and 50km for an
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underground cable [9].

Nevertheless the breakeven distances are continuing to be

reduced with the progress made in the development of converting devices.

Apart from the purely economical advantages, there exist many other advantages in DC
transmission over that of AC. Some of them are environmental like the electric and
magnetic fields being DC instead of AC, fewer coronas and less radio interference etc.
There are many technological advantages too like, lesser number of conductors, smaller
tower size, lower short circuit fault level, possibility of connecting different frequency
systems, no stability problems and ability to control the power flow and many more.

The inherent problems in DC transmission are difficulty in circuit breaking and
generation of harmonics that are addressed by developing controlled circuit breaking and
deploying extensive filtering equipment.

The ability to control power flow and non-existence of stability problems in DC
transmission are extensively used in this research study to enhance the small signal
stability of the power system.

4.3 DC Converter Arrangements and Operation
The three-phase six-limb bridge rectifier is almost exclusively used in high voltage direct
current applications. This is shown in figure 4.1.

choke

N U tr-M ur c o m c r t o r t r i m s l 'W i n o r

< iru c t/. b r u i s e

Figure 4.1 Three Phase 6 Limb Converter Bridge
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The 6-valve bridge connection gives double the direct voltage as output compared to the
simple 3-phase rectifier. The converter transformer may either be wound star-star as
shown, or as star-delta (or even as delta star or delta-delta). The ripples of each of these
connections are the same, but are phase shifted by 30° in output with respect to each
other. To obtain a smoother output, two bridges (one star-star and the other star-delta)
may be connected together to give the twelve-pulse connection. For the 6-limb bridge,
with zero firing delay, the voltage waveforms across the thyristors are shown in figure
4.2.

it I

Yf.

112

R4

Yf>

Figure 4.2 Thyristor Voltage Waveforms With Zero Firing Delay

At any given instant, one thyristor valve on either side is conducting. The conducting
period for the thyristor valve R1 is shown on the diagram. The corresponding DC output
voltage waveforms are shown in figure 4.3.
YAK I

R 1 .132

lilY 3

Y3.R4

K4.U5

B5.Y'<

YYKI

Figure 4.3 DC Output of the Converter With Zero Firing Delay

It can be shown that for the 6-pulse bridge, the total rms ripple is of the order of 4.2% of
the DC value (for zero delay angle). The ripple increases with the delay angle and has a
value about 30% at delay angle of 90°. With the 12-pulse bridge, the rms ripple is of the
order of 1.03% of the DC value (for zero delay angle) and increase to about 15% at delay
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angle of 90°. However the use of a choke reduces the ripple appearing in the direct
current transmitted.

If E is the rms line-to-line voltage, then the average DC output voltage,
E 1
F* = 2 lV 3i v /'> ’5 -7 1\/ c »s 6 M

3 nr
— V2
V3 2^E

■ ■ 2 -7 =

3V2

.(4.1)

E = \35E.

n

4.4 Control Angle (Delay Angle)
The control angle for rectification (also known as the ignition angle) is the angle by
which firing is delayed beyond the natural take over for the next thyristor. The transition
could be delayed using grid control. Grid control is obtained by superposing a positive
pulse on a permanent negative bias to make the grid positive. Once the thyristor fires, the
grid loses control. Assuming no commutation (2 thyristors on same side conducting
simultaneously during transfer), the voltage waveforms across the thyristors as shown in
figure 4.4
l-i I

Yu

Kl

Y3

ID

R4

Y"

Figure 4.4 Thyristor Voltage Waveforms With Delay Angle a
In this case, the magnitude of the direct voltage output is given by the equation (4.2).
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3V2

(4.2)

ECosa = VdoCosa

4.5 Commutation Angle (Overlap Angle)
The commutation period between two thyristors on the same side of the bridge is the
angle by which one thyristor commutates to the next. During this period y, the voltage at
the electrode follows mean voltage of the two conducting thyristors on the same side.
This is shown in figure 4.5.

Figure 4.5 Commutations Between Two Thyristors
With both the delay angle and commutation being present, the magnitude of the direct
voltage may be determined from equation (4.3) as follows.

Where f(6) is the time function of the wave form shown in fig 4.5
j

Vd =

- \£os(e +2y 2)) +CoS0)de+

(4.3)

[Cos a + Cos (a + y )]

Commutation is a result of the AC system inductance, which does not allow the current
through a thyristor to extinguish suddenly. Thus larger the current, larger the
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commutation angle, y will be. The extinction angle for rectifier operation w is defined as w=
a+y. Then the average DC Voltage can be written as,
Vd =

Cos a + Cosw)].............................................................................................. (4.4)

Consider the commutation between thyristors 1 & 3 in the bridge circuit shown in figure
4.6. Let ic be the commutation current. The commutation current is produced by the
voltage ec, which is the line voltage between phases 1 and 2.

Figure 4.6 Circuit for Analysis of Commutation

ec = E 2 - E l = ^j L e ^Jos (a t +

- Cos (a t -

ec = ~j2.ESin a t ........................................................................................................... (4.5)
This can also be written in the following form, with ic = 0 at the start of commutation and
ic = Id at the end of commutation.
This equation may be integrated as follows to give equation,
J W
hid
— Jecdcot = a>Lc j d i c
^ a
0
j

w

— | J~2 ESin a td a t = a L cI d
a

* E (C o s a - C osw ) = a)LcI d
S '
i.e. Cos a - Cosw

S co L

- I d ............................................................................. (4.6)
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Re-arranging equation 4.4,

2V
Cos a - Cosw = — —...............................................................................................(4.7)
^0
From equations (4.6) and (4.7) w may be eliminated to give the equation (4.8).
r,

! (

v '/' / , ............................................................................................(4.8)
It

It can also be shown that equation (4.8) can be rewritten in terms of the extinction angle
w instead of the ignition angle a as follows,
y

Vd = V0Cosw + — —^ Id ............................................................................................(4.9)
n
Equation (4.9) suggests that the converter may be represented by a no load DC output
voltage V0Cos a , and a series fictitious resistance 3coLc/7t as shown in figure 4.7. The
fictitious resistor does not however consume any active power.

!----------------------------------------------Q
Figure 4.7 Equivalent Circuit for a Rectifier
4.6 C urrent Waveforms
If commutation is not considered, the current waveform through each thyristor (assuming
a very high value of inductance Ld in the dc circuit to give complete smoothing) is a
rectangular pulse lasting exactly one-third of a cycle. This is shown in figure 4.8 for the
cases without delay and with delay. However, when commutation is considered, the rise
and fall of the current waveforms would be modified, as they would no longer be
instantaneous, as shown in figure 4.9.
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(a)
Figure 4.8 Thyristor Current waveforms (a) Without Delay (b) With Delayed Firing
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Figure 4.9 Thyristor Current Waveforms When Commutation is Considered
Since each phase has 2 thyristors on the opposite half cycles, the AC current waveform
on the secondary side of the transformer has a non-sinusoidal waveform as shown in
figure 4.9.

a

0. y

v>- ith (i and y

It

Figure 4.10 Thyristor Current Waveforms on Transformer Secondary
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If commutation angle is not considered, we can easily calculate the rms value of the AC
current on the transformer secondary Is can be expressed as,

■I, - 0.8165/

.(4.10)

Usually harmonic filters are provided on the AC system, so that only the fundamental
component needs to be supplied or absorbed from the AC system. From Fourier analysis,
it can be shown that the fundamental component is given as follows, resulting in equation
(4.11).
max

| TdCos cot.dcot

(4-11)
If filters were not provided, it can be shown, using the Fourier series analysis, that the rms ripple
on the AC system would be 0.242 Id (or 31 % of the fundamental).
Note: For normal operation neglecting the commutation angle, in the above calculations
of the alternating current, gives rise to an error only of the order of 1%.

As can be seen from the voltage and current waveforms on the AC side, the current lags
the voltage due to the presence of the delay angle a and commutation angle y. Thus since
only active power is transmitted In a DC link, the converter must consume the reactive
power.

4.7 Power Factor
Since the converter consumes reactive power, there will be a power factor associated with
the converter on the AC side. This can be calculated as follows.
= Vdld

Active power supplied to DC link
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Active power supplied from AC system

= Cl E lC o s 0

Since the converter does not consume any active power, there must be a power balance.
VdId

= C iE IC o s 0

From this the power factor can be calculated as follows.

Cos (j) -

V 1
!■' d
C3EI

—V0(C osa + Cosw).—I
Cos (j) = —--------------------------n
VI
s

3a /2

This gives the result as in equation (4.12).

Cos (j) =

(C°s a + Cosw) -

^2\C°S a + Cos (a + / ) ] ................................. (4.12)

In the absence of commutation, this reduces to the simple relationship,

Cos (j) = Cos a
Which means that a is the power factor angle in absence of the commutation. The
presence of commutation reduces the effective power factor by increasing the effective
angle. With y = 0, the active power transmitted is V3 E I Coscp and zero when a = 90°.

Thus if a high inductance is connected with the load, the limit of power transfer under
rectification is a =90°. However, if no inductance were present with the load (i.e. Ld=0)
then the voltage and the current waveforms would become identical in shape (since the
load is purely resistive). Under these conditions, the voltage cannot go negative at any
instant of time, since the current cannot flow in the opposite direction through the
thyristors. The power transmitted would then become zero only at a = 120°. Figure 4.11
shows typical output current and voltage waveforms.
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Figure 4.11 Typical DC Output Waveforms
4.8 Current Waveforms on AC System
In section 4.6 it was seen that the current waveform on the secondary side of the
converter transformer was as shown in figure 4.12.

0

jc ..

Figure 4.12 Current Waveform on the AC system
The same current waveform appears on the primary side of the converter transformer
(AC system) when the winding connection is star-star, if no filters are present. If filters
were present they would filter out some of the harmonics and make the AC system
currents more or less sinusoidal. When the converter transformer is delta-star connected,
the corresponding primary current waveforms would be as shown in figure 4.13.

2kC

Figure 4.13 Primary Current Waveform on the Delta Connected AC System
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Each of the waveforms shown in figures 4.12 and 4.13 contain the same harmonics
(6k±l) with their amplitudes inversely proportional to the harmonic number. The
polarities of some of the components of the two waveforms are opposite, so that when
star-star and delta-star convertor bridges are connected in cascade, only the (12k±l)
harmonics remain. Thus less filtering is required. Further when commutation is present,
the harmonic amplitudes reduce due to smoothing action.

Note: During normal operation of the converter as a rectifier, the delay angle a is small
(about 10°), while the commutation angle is comparatively larger (about 20°).

4.9 Inversion
Because the thyristors conduct only in one direction, the current in a converter cannot be
reversed. Power reversal can only be obtained by the reversal of the direct voltage
(average value) Vd. For inversion to be possible, a high value of inductance must be
present, and the delay angle a > 0°, since Vd changes polarity at this angle. The
theoretical maximum delay for inversion would occur at a = 180°. Thus it is common
practice to define a period of advance from this point rather than a delay from the
previous crossover as defined for the rectification. Thus we define P = n -a as the ignition
angle for inversion or the angle of advance. Similarly extinction angle is also defined as 8
= 7i-w .The definition of the commutation angle y is unchanged and thus P = y+8 remains
unchanged. It must be noted, that unlike with rectification which can be operated with a
=0,inversion cannot be carried out with p =0, since a minimum angle 8o is required for
de-ionization of the arc and regaining the grid control. Thus we have the practical
relationship

8o<

p<7t/2. Practical values for So lie between 1° and 8 ° .

Inversion cannot of course be carried out without a DC power source. Further, to obtain
the necessary frequency for the AC on inversion, the commutation voltage is obtained
from either synchronous machines or from the AC system fed. In isolated systems, L C
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circuits may also be sometimes used for the purpose. Figure 4.14 shows the thyristor
voltage waveforms for inversion.

n.

K4

Figure 4.14 Thyristor Voltage Waveforms For Inversion
During inversion, each thyristor conducts during the negative half cycle, so that the direct
voltage waveform and the corresponding current have the form shown in figure 4.15.

_______

A

J

Figure 4.15 Direct Voltage Waveform & Thyristor Current Waveform

The equations derived earlier for the converter, are valid but they are usually written in
terms of the variables p and 8, instead of a and y.
Thus the Equation Vd = !/2 Vo [Cosa +Cos(a+y)] becomes,
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Vd = Y 2 V0 [Cos ( 7 t- P ) + Cos (n - £)]
-

'I 1
^ I d
n

vd = V V0[Cos fi + Cos 5] =V0Cosj3 + ~
' *•

Since the direct voltage is always negative during inversion, it is common practice to
omit the negative sign from the expression. It can also be shown that,
-V ^ V .C o s S - ^ I ,
n
As in the case of rectification, it can be shown that for inversion,
Cos8 - C osp - — —^ I d and / = ——I d
E

7t

The power factor of the inverter can be shown by the equation,
Cos</> -

[C o sp ^ Cos S]

It is common practice to operate the inverter at a constant extinction angle 8 in the range
of 10° to 20°.
4.10 Control Characteristics
The control characteristics of the converter are the plots of the variation of the direct
voltage against the direct current. These are described in the following sections.

4.10.1 Natural Voltage (NV) Characteristic and the Constant Ignition Angle (CIA)
Control
NA . ( liaracicri'Uic ■it Rectifier
Vo cos u

Figure 4.16 N.V. & C.I.A. Control of Rectifier
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The Natural Voltage Characteristic corresponds to the zero delay angle (a = 0). This has
the characteristic equation given by Vd = Vo - (3caLc/ji)Id. The Constant Ignition Angle
control is a similar characteristic which is parallel to the NV characteristic with a
controllable intercept VoCos a. These characteristics are shown in figure (4.16).

4.10.2 Constant Extinction Angle (CEA) Control
The Inverter is usually operated at constant extinction angle. This has the characteristic
equation given by Vd = Vo Cos 5 - (3coLc/7i) Id. This is shown in figure (4.17).
n . -------------------------------------------------------------- >
kl

Vo cos ii
Vd

Figure 4.17 N.V. Characteristic & C.E.A. Control of Rectifier
4.10.3 Constant Current (CC) Control
In a DC link it is common practice to operate the link at constant current rather than at
constant voltage. [Of course, constant current means that current is held nearly constant
and not exactly constant]. In constant current control, the power is varied by varying the
voltage. There is an allowed range of current settings within which the current varies.
4.10.4 Full Characteristic of Converter
The complete characteristic of each converter has the N.V. characteristic and equipped
with C.C. control and the C.E.A. control. This is shown in figure (4.18) for a single
converter.
Note: The constant current controller adjusts the firing angle a so that the current is
maintained at a set value even for short-circuits on the DC line. The C.C. control is
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present in the inverter too, although the inverter is not usually operated in that region.
The rectifier is normally operated in the C.C. region while the inverter is operated in the
C.E.A. region.

Vj,
N.V. ( liiir.iclcrUic •-I'liocljlioi

A

V\i
V o cos a

""5?
7^

t

( I A I X iiu x l r

R oClitk'lllM l

H.

<

O ' l H l ' 'I

Us

Iincision

V-

Vi> co s di

A. L-oiumr

V o co s So

V-

Figure 4.18 Complete Characteristic of a Converter
4.11 Compounding of Converters
Figure 4.19 shows a system of 2 converters, connected by a HVDC link. Both converters
are provided with CEA and CC control so that either can work as a rectifier or an
inverter. The compounded characteristics are shown in figure 4.20.

c o in c n o r A

/A

Ijin '

Figure 4.19 Compounding of Converters
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The margin setting Idmbetween the current setting Ids for the inverter and for the rectifier
is usually kept at about 10% to 20% of the current setting. The setting of the converter
that operating as the rectifier is kept higher than the setting of the inverter by the margin
setting Idm-

N .V .

1humck'ri.Niic ■>! A

V..COS <>

(

A as Recti tier
B as linortor

c

i

r

I . A. O 'lilr-'l u | U

o-lHr--l »'I

A

i A a> ro ciiilo r

or AuisinuTi"f i
» J s— K l i n

A a s ] u v o r to r
B a s R e c tif ie r

V ..c o sS
N A . ( hurucloi'Mk1<i| I!

Figure 4.20 Compounded Characteristic of Two Converters
The usual operating point for power transfer is the intersection of the CC control of the
rectifier and the CEA control of the inverter. (For comparison, the characteristics of
convertor B have been drawn inverted). It must also be ensured by proper tap changing
that the N.V. characteristic of the converter operating in the rectification mode is higher
than the C.E.A. characteristic of the inverter, as V0 of the two ends are not necessarily
equal.

With converter A operating as rectifier, and converter B operating as inverter, the steady
state current under all circumstances will remain within the upper limit (Ids + Idm) and the
lower limit Ids- That is, the system direct current will not change by more than Idmunder
all operating conditions. By reversing the margin setting Idm, that is making the setting of
converter B to exceed that of A, power flow can be automatically reversed. Converter B
will then operate as a rectifier and A as an inverter. The reversal of power occurs as a
result of the reversal of polarity of the voltage.
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4.12 Per Unit Converter Chart [10]
The converter operating equations for voltage Vd and current Id are expressed as follows.
Vd =

n

— (Cos a + Cosw)
2

E
I d = —j=-----(Cos a + Cosw)
yj2coLc

Avi

Figure 4.21 Per Unit Converter Chart

It is useful to draw the converter chart in per unit. For this purpose the natural selection
for the base voltage is the maximum direct voltage output Vd0. There is no such natural
current base. Thus it is convenient to select the constant appearing in equation (4.6) for
current as the base quantity. Thus the selected base quantities are as given in equation
(4.13).
(4.13)
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With these base quantities, the per unit voltage Vd and per unit current Id are given as,
Vd =

(Cos a + Cosw )

and

I d = Cos a - Cosw

Which gives the simple per unit characteristic equations (4.14) and (4.15).
Vd + 0 .5 Id = Cos a ......................................................................................................(4.14)
Vd - 0 . 5 I d - C o sw .......................................................................................................(4.15)
In the chosen per unit system, constant delay angle control (or the natural voltage
characteristic) correspond to straight lines with slope (-) 0.5 on the per unit voltagecurrent chart. Similarly constant extinction angle control corresponds to straight lines
with slope (+) 0.5.

For inversion, the corresponding equations are as follows.
Vd + 0.5I d - Cos(n - P ) - {-)C osP
Vd - 0.5I d - Cos (n - 8 ) = (-)C os 8
Since voltages are measured in the opposite direction for inversion, these equations may
be rewritten in their more usual form as in equations (4.16) and (4.17).

(-)V d - 0.51 d = C os/3.................................................................................................(4.16)
(~)Vd + 0 .5 Id - Cos 8 .................................................................................................(4.17)

4.13 Classification of DC Links
DC links are classified into Mono-polar links, Bipolar links, and Homo-polar links. In
the case of the mono-polar link there is only one conductor and the ground serves as the
return path. The link normally operates at negative polarity as there is less corona loss
and radio interference is reduced. Figure 4.22 (a) shows a mono-polar link. The bipolar
links have two conductors, one operating at positive polarity and the other operating at
negative polarity. The junction between the two converters may be grounded at one or
both ends. The ground does not normally carry a current. However, if both ends are
grounded, each link could be independently operated when necessary. This is shown in
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figure 4.22 (b). The homo-polar links as shown in figure 4.22 (c) have two or more
conductors having the same polarity (usually negative) and always operate with ground
path as return.

X

X
Ca ) nv 'iv*p<<lar l i n k

(1*1 h i p- - l a r l i n k

- f t

-

f

t

<!ci l i o n i ' - n - ' l a r l i n k

Figure 4.22 Kinds of DC Links
4.14 Harmonics and Filters
As was mentioned earlier, the harmonics present on the AC system are (6k±l). Thus the
AC harmonic filters are tuned to the 5th, 7th, 11th, and 13th harmonics to reduce the
harmonic content in the voltages and currents in the AC network to acceptable levels.
Higher harmonics would not penetrate very far into the AC system. The harmonics are
mainly present in the AC current as the AC voltage is heavily dependant on the AC
system itself. The Harmonics present on the DC side are mainly on output voltage. These
are in multiples of 6 as the waveform repeats itself 6 times. The smoothing reactors
smooth the DC current.
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CHAPTER 5

SIMULATION RESULTS

The simulations made so far emphasize the requirement of damping and its effect on
stability and robustness to the perturbations. To provide effective damping, a restoring
electrical torque must be exerted on the rotor proportional to the speed variations. The
PSS provides such torque through the modulation of generator excitation. Nevertheless
PSS does not provide adequate damping under heavy loading or weak transmission
conditions like, when attempting to transmit power over long transmission line from
remote generating units or over relatively weak ties. In such cases un-damped oscillations
limits the power transfer capability owing to load angle stability limits. More over such
lines are more susceptible to fault that are cleared by auto re-closing. Under such
circumstances additional damping may require and systems in such nature would often
benefit by averting possible outages.

^ /WY>

HVDC

line

Figure5.1: Single Line Diagram of the Proposed Scheme

In this research study, application of alternative electrical damping torque is explored on
the generator to damp out the oscillations using a parallel DC transmission line as shown
in figure 5.1. The power flow in the DC line is controlled to compensate such oscillations
by controlling the delay angle of the DC link rectifier instead of the excitation voltage
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used in PSS. The ability of rapid modulation of power flow in a DC line gives
comparable advantages over the conventional slow responding PSS approach. Superior
ability of rapid modulation of power in a DC transmission line is used to damp the
oscillations in order to enhance the stability as well as to increase the power transfer
capability.

5.1 Controller Design
It is very important to tune the proportional gain of the phase angle feedback loop of the
rectifier in terms of avoiding under or over damped situations. The proposed control
strategy presented below is based on variable proportional gain constants adaptive to the
dynamic system parameters. Here the proportional gain constant of the feedback loop is
calculated based on a linearized second order model developed below and analyzing it in
state space.

The generator dynamic behavior is governed by the swing equation developed in
equation (2.2)
2H d 28
T T = Pm- P e - K DAco
co0 dt
V .E
Rearranging the terms of (2.2), and substituting Pe - —

x„+x.

SinS, following result can

be obtained.
/
S = a = ^ - P„
2H

„

VhEr ,

A
S i n S - K nAa>

Linearising above using Taylor’s expansion results,
f

A

•

j y

T7

\

APm
— Cos8 A S - K nAco ..........................................................(5-1)
2H K
X d +X,
W 0

A 0) = — —

This can be now expressed in terms of a state space model as follows,
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This represents a state space model of the form of,
X - A X + BU
Characteristic equation of above system given by \M - A\ = 0 will be,

This is in the form of, A2 + 2%(onX + a>2 =0
Where (o2
con

is the natural frequency of oscillation and,

— —.K d is the damping ratio.
WKS
So it is reasonable to assume critical damping case where £, = 1 gives the best
performance. Hence the optimized gain constant for the phase angle feed back will be
given by following expression.

(5-2)

Where K s

The Matlab-Simulink model developed so far in Chapter 3 was further developed to
include the DC small power scheme subsystem. Here the DC line was a modeled by a
first order system having a 0.5 second time constant to compare the dynamic responses of
the system with and without the proposed DC damping scheme. Figure 5.2 shows the
integration of the small power DC Subsystem with proposed critical damping. The
adaptive damping constant or the proportional gain is implemented in the “Cal Kd”
subsystem using the expression (5.2) developed above. Then the speed deviation is
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multiplied with the adaptive proportional gain before feeding back in to the DC rectifier
delay angle controller. An amplitude limiter is connected in between to limit the DC line
power to 1% before the feedback takes place.

Salient Pole Gen.
HVDC line

Pm (Mech)

Pm
Kd

KD

*©

Wr

P d (HVDC)

0.5s+l

Wr

□
HVDC
delta
delta t

—►[R2DJ-------K 2 )
Rad to Deg. delta
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Field cct
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Terminal
Voltage
System

delta t
delta

AVR

1.05
V

r e f

delta t

d e lta

V ref
Vt

Ef
Xe

Xe
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Figure 5.2 Integration of the Small Power DC Subsystem
With Proposed Critical Damping
5.2 Dynamic Responses
To demonstrate the superior damping characteristics of the proposed small power DC
parallel link, the dynamic response of the rotor angle (©) and load angle (8) is compared
with that of AC line alone and with the PSS.

Such a model developed to compare the response to a step perturbation in MatlabSimulink is shown in figure 5.3. The three subsystems (a) without PSS or DC, (b) with
PSS only and (c) with both PSS and DC, are interconnected to the same common
operating conditions and to the same perturbation to observe and compare the dynamic
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behaviors with and without damping. The following dynamic response plots are the
results obtained from such simulation studies.
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Sen. internal
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AVR

Figure 5.3 Comparisons of PSS and HVDC Damping for a Step Perturbation

The figure 5.4 shows the dynamic behavior of the generator experiencing a step
perturbation. Responses of speed, load angle and parallel line power flow are observed to
verify and compare the effectiveness of PSS and HVDC damping schemes. To further
demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed controller, dynamic performance tests were
carried out on the system under different operating conditions and perturbations. It can be
seen from the results of these simulations, that the oscillations are not allowed to grow in
the presence of the proposed controller.
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Further simulations were carried out to show the effectiveness of the proposed scheme in
terms of robustness to a perturbation. The figure 5.5 shows the simulation results of the
dynamic response to a pulse perturbation. In this simulation, a perturbation pulse of 10%
pu of 10 ms is applied to a scheme with a 1% pu parallel DC line. It can be seen that even
a 10% pulse perturbation could be well damped by having a 1% Parallel DC line as
proposed in this thesis.

Similarly figure 5.6 compares the dynamic responses of the system to a ramp load
perturbation, which also used to further validate the performance of the scheme and the
superior damping ability, of the controlled parallel DC transmission line over
conventional PSS. The simulation result reveals that, a 1% parallel DC line would greatly
improves the robustness to a perturbation as well as considerably enhances the power
transfer capability. The simulation results in fig 5.6 shows the degree of stability
enhancement achieved with a 1% parallel DC line to a 20% ramp perturbation.
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CHAPTER 6

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

The dynamic regulation action of automatic voltage regulator (AVR) causes adverse
effects on dynamic stability due to the introduction of low frequency oscillations,
typically (l-2.5Hz.). Such low frequency rotor oscillations often persist on a generator
connected to the grid trough a long transmission line. Long persistence of such
oscillations, limits the power transfer capability and may cause dynamic instability.

Also sub-synchronous reactance of capacitor compensated transmission lines could
introduce resonance frequencies, typically (15-40 Hz.). Such resonance may cause
torsional beats on the generator shaft. The consequences of such un-damped torsional
frequencies can be dangerous.

The conventional approach to damp oscillations owing to AVR is to use Power System
Stabilizers (PSS). Power System Stabilizers [1, 2] damp the low frequency (1-2.5 Hz.)
oscillations through modulation (adjustment) of the generator excitation. PSS will
produce an electrical torque on the rotor proportional to the speed deviation in such a way
to compensate above oscillations. However PSS have limitations owing to the practical
upper and lower limits of the generator excitation voltages. Besides, PSS may have
adverse effects on the voltage regulation and could not address the sub synchronous
oscillations of (15-40Hz.) [3].

In this research study, application of alternative electrical damping torque is explored on
the generator to compensate the above oscillations using a parallel DC transmission line.
The power flow in the DC line is controlled to compensate such oscillations through
modulation through the phase angle controller instead of the excitation system used in
PSS. The DC line power flow modulation improves the damping of these oscillations
showing superior characteristics over the conventional PSS damping. The ability of rapid

-
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modulation of power flow in a DC line gives comparable advantages over the
conventional slow responding PSS approach.

Nevertheless, the cost of the converter stations in HVDC transmission systems should be
considered in the use of this proposed method. Due to the availability of comparatively
low cost low power converters makes this method economically feasible. Moreover
ability of implementing such a DC line using the existing AC towers would make such a
DC damping scheme further economically attractive.

This system may be particularly attractive when attempting to transmit power from
remote generating stations over a long transmission line. In such cases the un-damped
oscillations limits the power transfer capability owing to the load angle (<S)stability limits.
Moreover such lines are much more susceptible to faults that are cleared by auto re
closing.

Such situations where extensive damping is normally needed under above

influences would often benefit from the proposed small power parallel DC link stability
enhancements.

The use of a low power economical DC link in parallel with the existing AC line seems
an attractive alternative to the PSS to improve the dynamic stability as well as to enhance
the power transfer capability. It is seen that very small DC link (1-2% of the rated AC
power) will greatly enhance the stability and the power transfer capability of the system
with AC line alone.

The remarkable advantages seen from this proposed method are,
• Does not adversely interfere with the desired function of the automatic voltage
regulators.
• Covers a wide bandwidth of oscillations so that even the sub-synchronous oscillations,
which are not addressed by the PSS, could also be damped out.
• The generator is not subjected to the pulsating shaft torques since the DC line
compensates them externally.

-
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